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YARO: Hello, this is Yaro and welcome to an Entrepreneur's Journey solo 
podcast episode. Thank you very much for joining me. 

I am talking to you from Vancouver, Canada and if you are familiar with my 
background story, I've been very much a digital nomad especially in the last 
three years. But, in fact, the travelling aspect and the ability to travel and 
have that kind of freedom is something that I went aTer from the very 
beginning of my entrepreneurial career. In fact, it was the goal. It was the 
primary objec've of, I almost can say my life, was to figure out a way to have 
the kind of freedom that I could be wherever I wanted, had enough money to 
do what I want, and also enjoy my life, whatever that was. 

A lot of people talk about the idea of passive income and I think that, as a 
simple singular concept is very appealing, but unfortunately, it tends to aVract 
a certain type of mindset, almost like a get-rich quick mindset or is there a 
way I can just have this magical money flowing into my bank account through 
some kind of passive income means? 

As anyone who's ever gone aTer that kind of income and actually succeeded 
or made any kind of money from a business, or in life, made an amount of 
money that significant, you know that the idea of passive income really is a bit 
of a misnomer. There are certainly passive income sources, but there are 
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things you got to do to make passive income appear, and even once you got 
it going, generally speaking, there is something that needs to keep it running, 
and that's fine because most people in the pursuit of passive income discover 
some kind of task or ac'vity or role that they actually enjoy, and want to keep 
doing. They end up crea'ng a business or an ac'vity whether it's property 
investment, or stock trading, or building businesses or buying and selling 
businesses, whatever that is, it's something they actually really enjoy doing. 

They're not actually aTer just passive income. They're aTer money as well as 
something that gives them meaning, something that gives you direc'on. 

Now, I'm sure as I am saying all these, you're reflec'ng on your own goals, 
your own desires… The fact that you listen to my podcast, I know that you're 
entrepreneurial. 

I want to do this episode for you to talk about essen'ally the most powerful 
mo'vator for you as it was for me, and I am going to call it freedom. I don't 
want to call it passive income. I like the word freedom a lot beVer. I think 
freedom is about freedom of choice. That is the ul'mate goal. It's the 
freedom to choose how to spend your 'me, to have enough money, to have 
enough freedom of your mindset. I think that's something that's not talked 
about enough, the idea that you have a stress-free life because you can be 
making a lot of money and have a lot of flexibility in what you do, but if you're 
always stressing about things or you have a high-stress role, that's not 
freedom for the mind and the body. 

I am looking for overall freedom which really is a holis'c concept but at the 
start, most people look at the money aspect as step one. That's fair enough 
because our society is very much driven by money. We need it in order to 
buy things for food, for rent, for travels, to support family, to support friends 
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if you want to do that, to support employees if you have a company. It's the 
vehicle. It's the tool where you use to essen'ally create all the freedoms and 
generate our means. 

We have to talk about money when it comes to freedom, but I don't want to 
just talk about money. I'm also going to talk about how you make the money, 
and I also want to talk about what goes into crea'ng this structure so that 
you have the kind of freedom that suits your lifestyle. 

That's something that may not be clear at the start. That's very important 
thing to recognize in yourself is you might have fuzzy goals around what 
freedom actually looks like because usually, you'd go through phases where 
freedom simply means being able to pay your bills, being able to put food on 
the table, being able to accumulate some assets so you'll feel comfortable 
about your future and maintaining your financial stability in 'me and 
suppor'ng everyone you love and care about. That is the phase one freedom.  

But oTen, as you start to reach that phase and perhaps even feel comfortable 
there, you start to realize that freedom also relates to how you spend your 
'me to make that financial security, and also simple things like, "What are you 
thinking about? How are you thinking? What are your daily tasks like? Who do 
you surround yourself with? Who are the people in your life in order to live 
the kind of life you're living?"  

Those are elements that maVer ul'mately just as much. Yes, they are, step 
one is money, but very quickly, you'll start to realize that you need certain 
people around you. You need certain ways of thinking, ways of ac'ng, ways of 
living in order to have the kind of freedom. 
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I'm talking about a lot of different things. What I'd like to do now is really dive 
into the evolu'on of my own quest for freedom and cover some key 
concepts.  

There were a few things that I didn't know when I got started that I want to 
share with you because you may not know them, and it's very important that 
you do understand these things. Some of them, you can't really know without 
actually living through them. 

I'm going to give you my best aVempt at explaining the concepts I came 
across, the a-ha moments, the awareness moments I went through that 
helped me reached this kind of holis'c freedom that I am talking about, but 
also, I'll give you the mindsets and the situa'on I was in with my life as I 
progressed through this process. 

Let's go back in 'me as we always do with the Entrepreneur's Journey 
podcast. Again, the focus here is all about freedom. I have to start with the 
most obvious concept for me that really kicked off my freedom quest and 
gave me a strong direc'on and a powerful tool set to establish the kind of 
freedom I was ul'mately looking for. 

To clarify, as a young man, teenager, I was looking for obviously, some 
direc'on in my life, money as well, but primarily, I wanted to make a way of 
living that didn't require a job. That was my goal as a teenager into university. 

That's hard because university is essen'ally training you to get a job. 
Everything in me was screaming against the structure I was opera'ng in 
within the schooling system, the educa'on system, the university system. It's 
all about crea'ng drones, certainly in the degree I took which is a business 
degree. It's about crea'ng a person who can go work for business, work for 
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someone else, be an employee, probably work eight un'l 6PM and take home 
a paycheck. 

Not my desire. I hated having to get up to an alarm clock. I hated the idea of 
having a cap on my income, having to work on things that other people to 
work on. Those were all the things I was already ha'ng about school. I didn't 
want to con'nue that into my actual adult life and how I made a living. 

I was looking for ways to solve that problem. And, I guess, most people do, 
you read a few books. It became quite clear to me that you either are born 
rich, you win the loVo, you get some inheritance money, or you accumulate 
some kind of assets to successfully create income streams. Usually, people 
talk about property and stock inves'ng. 

But, when you're a 19-year-old, 20-year-old kid, you're like, "That's not going 
to work. I have no capital. I have very liVle income coming in. I might have a 
part-'me job or a casual job and even if I get a full-'me job, it's not like I am 
going to be able to instantly have a poreolio of proper'es or a huge win in 
the stock market, or dividend cash flow sources." It's going to take 'me. 

I wasn't excited about those things either. I was excited about them 
poten'ally, but they didn't give me a clear direc'on. My clearest direc'on was 
always business and I think because you're listening to me now, that's 
probably the same for you. You see business as your logical tool for breaking 
away from a job you're already in, or perhaps con'nuing to build on the 
career where you started in business. You're already an entrepreneur. You 
want to get more successful in that. That's where I was. 

YARO: I was in University playing around with the internet for the first 'me, 
thinking about business ideas. I was looking at other business ideas, not just 
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internet at the 'me, as well. I eventually very much fell in love with the 
internet. To me, it was straigheorward. 

One thing that… Really, it was two things but I will start with the obvious 
thing, as people know my story, well, you know I had an edi'ng company 
during my university days, one of two businesses. That business was 
deliberately set up in a way so that it really 'cks the box on a lot of the 
concepts I am about to talk to you about.  

A lot of that came about because I was introduced to a couple of things but 
really, all centered around this one idea called the 80-20 rule. 

You may be familiar with the 80-20 rule, the Pareto Principle. It is well-known 
now, well-established, very popular in the world of entrepreneurship in 
internet marke'ng and mindset. 

In summary, it means that there will be a small amount of inputs responsible 
for large outcomes. In your life, there will be a small amount of things that 
you get the most pleasure from that you spend probably 20 percent of your 
money or 'me on to produce 80 percent of your happiness. 

In other words, if you think about the inverse, you're was'ng 80 percent of 
your 'me on things that don't give you happiness. You're spending 80 
percent of your money on things that don't maVer as much, and you're 
focusing on 80 percent of things that aren't that important. 

The 80-20 rule is wonderful because it's actually a concept in nature. You can 
see it in, for example, the person who first discovered it, Vilfredo Pareto, an 
Italian economist no'ced that in the pea pods in his garden, there were 80 
percent of the peas wherein 20 percent of the pea pods. 
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And then, he went on to study a whole bunch of different things and you can 
really see it everywhere. It's in economies, it's in companies, 80 percent of the 
output of a company is produced by 20 percent of employees. Eight percent 
of the world's resources are owned by 20 percent of the people, and there's 
countless examples of these. 

I read a book by Richard Koch who explained the 80-20 rule as to apply to a 
life, so your general lifestyle. It was really eye-opening, but more important to 
me, it gave me permission to live the life I was living. I was already very much 
focusing on a handful of things to try and get my business profitable, and I 
felt like I wasn't working hard enough because a lot of my other peers who 
were going into full-'me jobs were working a lot longer hours. 

But, discovering the 80-20 rule made me realize that they weren't necessarily 
using the 'me wisely. It was a lot of 'me spent to do things they don't like. 
That was the 80 percent that doesn't give them happiness, so that 20 percent 
was usually their weekends and that's what they enjoyed. 

From my point of view, I said that I am going to find a way to get the most 
out of my en're week, not just my weekends and that means I can work for 
two hours a day to make a living and have the rest of my day free, that's a 
preVy good outcome. That became the way I ran my business and con'nue 
to focus on. I want to build an income stream that would con'nue to make 
money with doing a few key things well. That's what the 80-20 rule taught 
me. Find the most important things to do in my life and in my business that 
will deliver the results I want, and make sure you discard what's not working 
for you. That means discarding people that don't help you or benefit you or 
they are not people you should have in your life because they might be 'me 
wasters. They might be nega've. 
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Unfortunately, some'mes, they are family members. You can't cut them out 
but you can certainly reduce the amount of 'me you spend with them and try 
and locate the people that reinforce and support what you're trying to do 
with your life. That's an important thing to do. It's very important with how 
you make money to look at that as well. 

But, even from a crea've standpoint, a lot of people should take this advice 
and see it as a way to spend more 'me on what gives you pleasure. That 
doesn't have to be money-making. If you like playing the guitar or you like 
dancing, or you like hitch-hiking. It could be your thing or swimming, whatever 
your passion is, a lot of people choose to work five days a week and have 
very liVle 'me for their passion simply because that's what everyone else is 
doing. There's no reason why you can't work four days a week or take a 
couple of part-'me jobs and have more 'me for swimming, or the guitar or 
hiking, or whatever it is, and be okay. You might not make as much money but 
you'll be happier. That's oTen more important. 

It's not just a rule for gejng the most out of a business. It's the way of 
gejng the most out of your life. 

That was a huge impact on me. I carried it with everything I did going 
forward. I was also very aware of, as you might be aware of yourself, the E-
Myth which is a book by Michael Gerber. It was one of the books that 
reinforced this idea, the 80-20 rule, but really took it to business formats. He 
didn't write about the 80-20 rule, but obviously, he started seeing these 
things everywhere. 

It became clear that in terms of building a company, if you wanted to have 
the kind of freedom I was aTer, you need to find these few key parts of the 
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business that you can automate. That was really the big message from the E-
Myth. It was about crea'ng machine that ran without you. You could run the 
business but not be in the business doing the work. That was one of the 
reasons why I built my edi'ng company using contractors. 

Instead of me doing the edi'ng as a freelancer, from day one, I hired 
contractors because I knew it will be important to build a business that will 
run without me. 

That obvious lessons, the 80-20 rule, the E-Myth Revisited building machine, 
these things started to get implemented in the business ideas and the way I 
was structuring my business. 

Now obviously, it's important I men'on technology because very much, if you 
want a freedom lifestyle today, we're so lucky that we have technology. We 
have the ability to run a business from a laptop. 

I, aTer a few missteps, came back to online business. I won't go into the 
background story, but there was a period in my life where I actually started an 
English school that was in the real world. It wasn't digital. It was physical. Boy, 
was that a mistake. It taught me how much beVer internet business is if you 
want this kind of freedom, the freedom to travel, to make money, being 
mobile and to get leverage from technology. All things I was really missing 
running this English school. It was a very short-lived experiment, about nine 
months all up, but it was a big and powerful lesson, and I was doing that the 
same 'me I was running this edi'ng company, which was a brilliant example 
of a highly mobile business, the perfect kind of business model for that kind 
of freedom I was aTer. Technology must be men'oned as something that I 
recommend you tap into. 
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Especially today, we're so blessed. I can't think of another 'me in the history 
of our planet where you have access as an individual to a set of tools that 
allows you to drive an income from anywhere on the planet where you have 
access, using a laptop, living the laptop lifestyle as I've very much said over 
and over again, and made it my phrase. 

It's something that is very new. Back in previous years, we would not have 
been able to get this kind of lifestyle without really leveraging a lot of other 
human beings. That would have been the main way we did. We didn't have 
technology, so we needed to use human capital. As a result of that, it's 
harder, requires more startup capital, more monies for salary and so on where 
today, we can do a lot just by using the tools we have and a liVle bit of help 
here and there with some key people resources, which I am going to talk 
about in a moment, later on in this podcast. You do need people s'll, but you 
can be very small and you can be very lean. 

I want to talk about another concept that's similar to the 80-20 rule. It's an 
important concept to add to the idea of building a machine as an income 
source and using 80-20 rule principles and to really explode that. It's kind of 
the same thing. I call it "leverage." Most people have heard that word. 

Leverage, as I understand it, is a way to use a minimal amount of force to get 
a maximum amount of output, or use a liVle bit of energy to get a lot out. 
Again, it is very 80-20, but the way I see leverage as being extra important is 
to ask yourself with whatever it is you're building to make a living, is there an 
element of leverage in it? That, to me, was a very important ques'on to ask. 
"Am I making money in a leveraged way?" 

With some of my businesses, it was not leveraged. I've had businesses in the 
past, for example, selling Magic the Gathering cards on the internet, one of 
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my very, very first projects. There was a bit of a leverage because I had access 
to the internet, which gave me leverage to access people globally, although I 
mostly sold to Australians, but there was very liVle leverage in terms of the 
product I sold, the business model I used. I'm selling pieces of cardboard to 
essen'ally teenagers and young adults all around Australia and a liVle bit 
overseas and it was very hard to ramp up my growth there. Small profit 
margins. I was very much constrained to the product itself. There was no way 
to get leveraged. 

As I con'nue to grow different businesses, I realized there were simple things 
you could do to create leverage. For example, selling higher-priced products 
with greater profit margins that are digital. 

As I moved on to selling things like ebooks and eventually, the very best thing 
I've ever sold, I think, flagship courses. Flagship courses, a 1000-dollar 
product, 100 percent digital. You create it once, you can sell it again and again 
and again. You can sell it globally. There is nothing to ship. Once you've made 
it, it's 100 percent profit margin minus the cost of the purchase. There might 
be a few transac'on fees to take the payments, but that's it.  

Name another product that doesn't have any kind of physical costs, gives you 
a 98 percent profit margin, can be replicated for free over and over again, and 
distributed globally. To me, that was huge leverage. That was leverage wai'ng 
to be accessed. I very much tapped in to that in more recent years with my 
teaching business and that's why I made more money doing that than 
anything else up to this point. It's obvious the leverage there made a big 
difference. 

But, in a somewhat interes'ng twist, the idea of gejng this maximum output 
in leverage, it's very important to understand the leverage comes from 
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something very simple. So, simplicity is I believe as equal of importance of 
concept to tap into with leverage. Leverage comes from simplicity, especially 
when you're looking for freedom. 

If you want freedom, and I'm talking about 'me freedom, so you got as much 
'me as you need, financial freedom and mind freedom, so mental freedom. 
Then, simplicity is probably the most important concept because any'me 
something gets complex, that's when you create more stress, requires more of 
your 'me, and ironically oTen results in less income, too because there's too 
many moving parts. It's too complex to really get the leveraged outcomes 
you're aTer. You need simplicity in your business model. You need simplicity 
in the ac'ons you take.  

And, the one other thing, going back to the 80-20 rule, as a source concept 
to run from, simplicity is built into that. It is about finding the one or two 
things or the one thing as another popular concept popularized by Jay 
Papasan, his book, The One Thing, the simple idea is there is only one or two 
most important aspects of how you make a living, then it's first of all, much 
easier to think about. If there's only one thing that you worry about, do that 
well. Figure everything else, away you go. It's so easy to make things more 
complex than you need to especially today with the internet because we have 
so many different plaeorms. We've got social media plaeorms coming out the 
wazoo right now. We've got so many methods for making money whether 
you're selling physical products, digital products, you're doing affiliate 
marke'ng, you're selling adver'sing, maybe you're buying adver'sing, you're 
doing pay-per-click on Facebook or Google, maybe you're doing video to sell 
ads. There are so many different ways to make a living. There's so many 
different ways to reach an audience and all of these things individually are 
difficult to get going, and if you just start trying to do them mul'ple at the 
same 'me, you create complexity. You make your life much more challenging 
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and you make it less likely to succeed at any of them. That's the irony. The 
more you try and do, the less you get. The less you try and do, the more you 
get because you do one or two things really, really well. 

For me, I was looking for all these concepts, and I've con'nued to look for all 
these concepts in how I make money and ul'mately how I create freedom, 
80-20 rule, leverage, simplicity, technology allows you to have those things 
and the next thing to talk about to complete the picture, because I do think 
there's one other aspect as I men'oned earlier… people. 

People are s'll required. One of the hardest lessons for me to learn during my 
early days to really prac'ce what I'm preaching here, I wasn't keeping things 
simple. I wasn't gejng leverage because I was trying to do it all myself. Even 
if I only chose a very simple business model and I had a simple idea, the fact 
that I try to do it all myself, I tried to build the website myself. I tried to set up 
the transac'on system myself. I tried to source or create the product myself 
and manage the product myself, in a lot of my early businesses, my card game 
business, I was the one who built the website. I was the one who managed 
the community. I was the one who did the customer service via email. I was 
the one who did the marke'ng. I was the one who did the shipping of the 
products.  

Moving on to my edi'ng company, I built the website, the first version of it 
anyway. I did all the customer support to begin with. I did hiring of the staff. I 
did the organizing of the staff, the paying of the staff. I did the marke'ng to 
find the customers. I was wearing all the hats. It wasn't un'l I really started to 
understand the importance of gejng people on board that I started to 
actually finally get the freedom I was looking for. 
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The first person I hired that made a big difference was technology, so bringing 
on someone to build websites for me, to set up soTware scripts for me, to do 
all the technical things, not my strong point. I should have been doing it from 
the first point. I value the experience I got, but I wasted seven years trying to 
do it all myself. That's seven years of making not much money and pujng in 
way too much 'me. It's an obvious lesson in hindsight and I understand, 
especially if you're listening to this and you've got very liVle money, the idea 
of hiring someone and paying them to do something you feel like you could 
figure out yourself, especially using the tools we have today, the website 
builders like Wix, Wordpress is obviously very easy, too, all the tutorials 
available in YouTube and other sites out there, why not learn how to do it 
yourself? I would always advise against this.  

Focus on what you're good at and get help at what you're not good at. Don't 
try and do it all yourself. You're only hindering your progress to the actual 
outcome you want. You're hindering the ability to get to the kind of money 
you want because you're trying to save money by doing it all yourself. It's 
ironic but it's true and I've lived it for seven years. Take advantage of my 
hindsight. 

If it means you have to work a part-'me job to generate a liVle bit cash to 
pay someone two hundred bucks to build your website, instead of you 
spending a month to learn how to do it and then, do it yourself, that's 
leverage. That's $200 to do to free up a month of your 'me. That's freedom. 
It's $200 to get you a month ahead in your 'meline of gejng your business 
up and running. That is a huge thing to get over and really take on board if 
you're aTer this kind of freedom. 

The other place where people have been incredibly helpful for me has been 
customer service or simply email management. For many, many years now, 
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almost 13th year, I've had someone doing tech. I had a tech person. I've gone 
through many over the years. I've had someone do my email and I've also had 
various people help me with my email, as many as three people at once were 
on my email. 

That role, as an email person, is as important as a tech person because they 
become your frontline of defense against this barrage of messages that come 
at us everyday, and especially come at you when you start to get a bit of 
success. That's the irony once you start to succeed and you start to make a 
bit of money and you start to build a bit of traffic, get a bit of aVen'on. You 
actually get more emails, more poten'al joint venture opportuni'es, more 
people complaining saying, "I don't know how to access the stuff. How do I 
get this download? How do I open this file? How do I access what I have just 
paid for?" All these basic customer ques'ons come in. You also get more 
people asking about products and services. Do you include this? Which one 
of these things should I buy? All these ques'ons that could lead to sales start 
coming at you via email channels as well. 

Plus, once you're up and running with the business, if you want the freedom 
part, that includes 'me freedom, you might get the money freedom because 
you got a successful business, but you're at your inbox everyday checking 
your stats, replying to customer service queries, doing the refunds, doing the 
promo'ons of the marke'ng campaigns, following up with people, then 
you've just created essen'ally a job. You haven't got the freedom yet. That, to 
me, was another huge lesson. I first learned the technology lesson, two years 
later when I had started to get some success with my second business. That's 
when I learned the people lesson and hired an email customer support 
person. 
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That has progressed all the way through today where I actually run a 
company, which you probably know by now because I keep talking about it, 
called InboxDone.com where we can take over managing your email including 
your customer support via email, but also your personal emails and your 
business emails, or career emails, if you're also maybe working a job or s'll 
freelancing or consul'ng. We can essen'ally offer you email management. 
We can take over your inboxes. That's InboxDone.com. That business was 
born out of me going through the process of hiring a person, and then, 
eventually a team to manage my email. 

I have not done email now for over twelve years, thirteenth year we're 
heading into, and right now, I check my email and do replies about once a 
month because my team handles all of it, and the ones that only I can deal 
with, I log in there once a month and deal with the five to ten there leT over 
that only I can handle. And, that's it. 

Once a month. How would it be like for you to check your email once a 
month? Would that create the kind of freedom you're aTer? 

Ironically, this is the thing where people have the most trouble lejng go of. 
It's lejng go of the email or any kind of thing where you feel like you're the 
only person who can do it. Usually, that's not the case. There are people out 
there who can do what you do and oTen can do it beVer, and that's going 
back to the earlier point of the 80-20 rule and the e-myth from Michael 
Gerber in par'cular, it's about building a machine that makes money for you. 
If that machine s'll has you performing that basic email role, then you're a 
cog in the wheel. You're not the one driving the car. That's the most 
important. You need to step away from running the machine to let the 
machine run itself. That means hiring people for technology, hiring people for 
email, possibly hiring people for other roles like marke'ng. You can take this 
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as large as you like, it depends on how big you want to get your company. You 
could hire project managers. We've had that in my company, as well. You can 
have outsourcers for all kinds of various roles. 

People really maVer. The combina'on of technology, automa'on, and people 
has allowed me to make several million dollars on the internet and have the 
kind of freedom that I have been talking about throughout this podcast -- 
'me, money, and mental freedom. 

Okay, I preVy much covered everything I want to cover. I want to highlight 
one last point that's important for freedom that needs to be considered right 
at the very beginning. I feel like you now have a good roadmap for what I 
have learned. The most important points running various businesses, going 
through this process myself, the 80-20 rule, E-Myth Revisited, or the E-Myth 
with a building machine, the business that runs itself, gejng leverage from 
whatever you do, using simplicity as a way to get leverage. Simplicity also in 
how you personally do your job and what's important to your business, 
technology and people as a way to get leverage, as a way to create an 
automated machine, and there's only a few key people and a few key pieces 
of technology you need as per the 80-20 rule to make an online business 
work. You do not have to get crazy with every single tool in building this huge 
team. 

For a long 'me, I run my business with a blog, an email list, a product, a tech 
person and a customer service person. That was it. That was a business that 
was doing several hundred thousands of dollars a year, as I travelled the 
world. Customer service handled by a person, tech updates handled by a 
person, products being sold through email on my blog posts, and highly 
leveraged, very 80-20 rule. Was not doing social media. Wasn't doing 
YouTube. I s'll really very rarely do a lot of that.  
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That was a brilliantly simple business, which 'es into my final point, your 
business model. This is something that I got wrong in my early days. It was, of 
course, a learning process, so I am grateful for gejng it wrong because 
eventually, it showed me how important it is to get it right if I value freedom. 
But, you can take away this final point from me today in this podcast. 
Choosing the right business model to base your business on is so important if 
freedom is what you value. 

Not everyone values freedom. Some people who want to work 12-hour days 
to get a huge exit one day. They might be tech founders. They want to 
revolu'onize an industry or build some amazing technology, who knows what 
it is, and they are happy to just put their en're life into that. That's not a 
lifestyle business. That's a startup. That's a life in itself. 

That's a deliberate choice to go aTer that business model. Be aware. That's 
what you're doing. Make sure you know what you're gejng yourself into.  

My followers, certainly of this podcast, have always been more about 
freedom, about gejng something from a business but not making the 
business the boss. For that to happen, you have to choose the right business 
model. 

Now, as I men'oned earlier, today, having access to the internet means step 
one is to choose an internet business as your business model. So, gejng the 
massive leverage and the access to distribu'on that we have through the 
internet means choosing an internet business as your business model. 
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From there, it's about what components come together to create a simple, 
elegant, highly-leveraged 80-20 rule driven business, which can include just a 
few key people and a few key pieces of technology. 

I can't answer that for you right now. Obviously, as a teacher and as a coach, 
I've been teaching the email plus blog business, selling digital products using a 
blog and an email list has been very much my core coaching methodology 
that I put out into the world and supported a lot of people through my 
programs and help them get up and running. You can go to Yaro.blog where 
this podcast is hosted and find the success stories and listen to many, many 
case studies of people who've followed that exact business model. Some of 
them only use a blog and that's been their path to success. Most of them use 
blogs, email lists, and then, selling their own products, some'mes services as 
well. 

But, that's not the only business model and that's not the only poten'ally 
highly leveraged simple business model that you can get the kind of freedom 
you want from. There are people out there who just are really good at 
Facebook ads or Google ads, and they can consult and make a ton of money 
for a very small amount of 'me, and they can hire some people to take over 
certain key jobs and eventually, find themselves travelling the world and only 
doing a couple of hours a day here and there. 

There are some people who love to do affiliate marke'ng. They just want to 
promote other people's products and services. There are people who just 
write books, digital books, selling ebooks online. There are so many different 
opportuni'es today to make a living, even a freelancer. Yes, freelancing is not 
the most highly-leveraged use of your 'me, but it can become a freelance 
business.  
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I've interviewed a couple of people who've started as copywriters 
themselves, and that's slowly grown into a copywri'ng teaching business 
using that model I explained earlier with blogging and email marke'ng to sell 
things like flagship courses. 

Things can evolve to that highly leveraged business model. What's important 
is you look at what you're thinking about selling, what you're thinking about 
doing on the internet. And, ask yourself, "How leveraged is this business 
model? How simple is this business model? What are the key roles that other 
people and technology could perform for me so that I am taken out of this?" 

It's very important when you think about what you're doing to consider that, 
not necessarily for today, it maybe something you can build in from the 
beginning, or it will be coming in the future, ideally the near future as you get 
your cashflow up and running because I realize, as is the case with most 
businesses, if you don't have investment, you're very much doing a 
bootstrapping process, which means the first few sales you make are used to 
maybe hire some people, like a tech person and a customer service email 
person to slowly balance that cash flow, outsourcing, building systems, paying 
for technology soTware to the point where eventually, you've got most of the 
business running without you. You've got cash flow that's actually crea'ng 
profit margins, which then gives you that freedom you're aTer and maybe 
those first few early years even, it can be years. You're actually doing more 
work. There's more of you in the business than you'd like, but that's okay 
because you know you're working towards this very elegant, very effec've 
business model that could be a vision in your mind. That some'mes take 
some 'me to develop. 

Some'mes, the cri'cal mass issue where you just need a certain number of 
people to use what you're building. It might be you're selling soTware and 
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you need a certain amount of subscribers to get to the point where you can 
have enough cash flow to hire a team to manage the soTware, to do things 
like aVract new customers, to do the lead genera'on for you. 

But now, at the start, you got to do that. You're the one who's doing the 
marke'ng, who's doing the lead gen. Right now, that's where I am at with the 
new business I am running-- InboxDone.com, as I men'oned earlier. I am s'll 
the marke'ng guy. I am the one spreading the word about this new business 
and my co-founder is the one essen'ally building the machine that delivers 
the service. So, the opera'ons, the hiring, the providing value to our clients. 
That's working great. It's a great combina'on for two founders to have that 
mix of marke'ng and opera'ons. Again, it's an elegant business model. It's a 
simple business model, but it's something that has taken a bit of 'me to really 
realize the value and then, build a business around it. 

So, have a think about these kind of points as you're either first choosing your 
business model or if you've already selected a business model. Maybe you 
need to make some changes. Have a look at, in the future, will you actually 
get freedom from what you're doing today? Is there a way out? Is there a way 
to systema'ze? Is there a way to hire people? Is there enough cash flow to 
pay for those people? Considering the variables that maVer, how many sales 
are you poten'ally going to get?  

Maybe one of the things you're missing is a high leveraged offer for a lot of 
people, myself included, switching from selling cardboard, I was selling Magic 
The Gathering cards and they might cost anywhere from $0.20 to $10 and 
margins would be very small, to selling a thousand dollar digital product with a 
98% profit margin. There's clearly a difference there. It took a while to reach 
the point where I could sell a course. I had to build up my exper'se, my 
credibility, I had to learn how to do what I was about to teach and that took 
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some 'me where selling Magic cards, I could step in straightaway. I had the 
cards. I was able to buy more cards at wholesale or win them at tournaments, 
so that was a natural progression, but it was lacking leverage. I could see that 
and that's why I eventually sold that business and got out of it. It's an 
awareness building process but you can benefit from my hindsight and look at 
your business model today and ask yourself, "Is there leverage? Is it simple? 
Am I able to hire people? Am using the best technology or the right 
technology, the simplest technology for what I want to achieve in terms of my 
freedom goals?" 

Do an 80-20 assessment of your business and your life. That's really 
important, and yes, make sure you're clear on your goals. 

I'm going to leave it at that. That's preVy much covered everything I wanted 
to tell you about freedom as a goal for your business and your life. Some 
simple concepts there but very important ones and I honestly s'll live by 
these things today. I've always valued freedom. I think I made that clear at the 
start of this podcast, gejng a 9-5 job. That's not freedom and not being able 
to buy a 'cket and go to anywhere on the planet I want to at any point in 
'me. Not having the money to do that, not having the 'me freedom to do 
that, and not having the right mental space to do that. You might have the 
money and the 'me but you're worried about the people that are running 
your company. That's not mental freedom.  

You got to get all these variables right in order to get the true kind of freedom 
that we all talk about, we all aspire to. This sounds a liVle bit like a pipe dream 
a lot of the 'me, but I can tell you I've lived it for many years now, and I 
con'nue to go aTer it, and that's why I use these concepts because that's 
how you can get that kind of freedom. 
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It is definitely a choice. I want to be very clear. Tapping into these concepts is 
a choice and it means foregoing very alluring aspects of our society, like 
chasing more money for more money's sake. 

Hustling as hard as you can because everyone says that's the key to the 
outcomes you want in life. Following other people's paths who don't actually 
do what you want to do. There's a lot of these distrac'ons. There's a lot of 
these tempta'ons. I've certainly fallen for them over the years many 'mes, 
especially when I have been concrete in my mindset, and that unfortunately is 
where you oTen are at the start. You have to get clarity on as many of these 
things as you can, especially your business model and your vision for your life. 

If freedom is important, priori'ze freedom. Don't priori'ze hustling. Don't 
priori'ze mul'-million dollar exits if you actually want freedom because that 
can be had much earlier than working 12-hour days for the next five years to 
hopefully get an exit, which may or may not happen. Most companies don't 
get that. Why not build something that can get this freedom you want sooner 
and simpler today by just following all these important concepts. 

Okay, I hope you have enjoyed this episode of the EJ Podcast, a Yaro solo 
edi'on. I am happy to answer any ques'ons, so please leave a comment on 
my blog post that is part of this podcast. If you have any ques'ons regarding 
what I have spoken about today, or just any feedback, I'd love to hear from 
you. 

Please also subscribe if you haven't subscribed yet. iTunes is the best way to 
do that. Just head to iTunes. I'd love it if you leT a review or a ra'ng there. 
That helps this podcast to float higher in the rankings and get to more people 
who could benefit from what I am saying. And, please do share it, too. If you 
just want to pass it on through email, someone who's maybe entrepreneurial 
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in your family or someone who's a mastermind member or a colleague and 
they need to hear this kind of messages, just forward the MP3, totally fine 
with me, or just link straight to my blog post where this podcast is, which is at 
Yaro.blog. You can find the podcast there at Yaro.blog or the redirect link we 
have for it is EJPodcast.com. 

Okay, that's it for me. My name is Yaro. I'll talk to you on the very next edi'on 
of the EJ Podcast. Thank you for listening. Bye. 
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LAUNCH, GROW AND PROFIT 
FROM YOUR OWN PODCAST 
USING THE ‘INTERVIEW 
STORY’ FORMULA 

 
Podcas'ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traffic to 

your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever 

thought about star'ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has 

created Power Podcas9ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you: 

• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas9ng FAST 

• How to refine the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming 

clear about what you want it to do for your business 

• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash 

when you first publish your podcast 

• The 10 step process for crea'ng a powerful storytelling interview 

• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traffic growth 

by tapping into other powerful referral traffic sources 

• Three different op'ons for charging money for podcast content, and 

what op'on I recommend you focus on.
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